EASTER FUNDRAISING IDEAS
EGG DECORATING COMPETITION
Hold an egg decorating competition in the office. Theme the decorating e.g. celebrities,
superheroes, colleagues etc and have your boss judge the winner.

FLYING EGGS
An egg is thrown between two people, the distance between them increasing every time a
successful catch is made. The winner is the longest completed throw without the egg being
dropped, or broken!
Make it even more fun by first decorating the eggs as superheroes. For example get into
teams of two to decorate the egg then hold a flying egg competition with the rest of the
office. Instead of the winner being the person with the best decorated egg, it is the one with
the egg that survives the longest without being dropped or broken. The winning superhero
egg is announced and the survivor is displayed in the office. This could be a great focal point
to other Easter-themed activities.

CHOCOLATE-EATING CONTEST
Play between different teams in the office and nominate someone from each team to take
part. Sponsor your nominee then gather around and watch the competition as each team
member tries to work their way through a kilo of chocolate. The person who eats the most
wins and the team gets a prize.

GUESS THE WEIGHT OF A GIANT CHOCOLATE EGG/BUNNY OR GUESS
THE AMOUNT OF MINI EGGS IN A JAR
Have a jar on your Reception or somewhere in the office where it’s most visible to staff and
ask them to guess the number of mini eggs in the jar. The person with the closest guess
wins the eggs. Perhaps offer a bottle of champagne or Easter bunny cuddly toy as an
additional prize. Alternatively ask staff to guess the weight of a giant chocolate Easter egg or
bunny and give this away as the prize.

